Anonymity – if you want
The first thing you must do upon installing WhatsApp or TextSecure or Signal is to
give them your real phone number. You have now been identified. Hangouts
wants your Google Group account number. SnapChat wants your account email
address. You can’t be completely anonymous with any of these messengers.
Why is this? If you read our permissions document you know that they can get to all of the files on your
phone, your locations, where you go, who you call, when you call, etc. Now we don’t know what they
are doing but we do know what they could do if they wanted. They could sell this data to marketing
companies and who knows who else. However the data would be practically worthless unless they
could tie it to a person. But to do that, they would have to make you identify yourself. Again, we don’t
know what they are doing but if they did that, they would become very rich.
We do know that WhatsApp, who gives away their messenger for free, was valued at $19 Billion.
We can’t say what they are doing. You will have to figure that out from the evidence.
With SafeTalk you NEVER have to identify yourself. No phone number. No email address. No Google
Account credentials. No nothing. You must register with SafeTalk but you do it with a user name of
your choosing. If you want, you can use your real name or you can enter "ILoveCats" or anything else
you want.
SafeTalk is the only messaging system on the market where you can remain totally anonymous – if you
want.
Why would you want anonymity? There are thousands of reasons. Some best not discussed. But it all
boils down to the fact that you and your correspondent might want total secrecy for your
communications. If that is the case, SafeTalk is your only choice.
Furthermore . . .
If you use any of the other messengers the NSA, for instance, can get a FISA warrant and force them to
forfeit all of your communications because they know who you really are. They can’t do that with Dean
Blakely and Assoc. because we have no idea who you are. All we know is that we have a registered user
that might love cats.

